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Classic explorer
Marie, a 55-metre Vitters ketch designed by André Hoek, 
has joined the Burgess charter fleet.
With her classic lines and impressive sail power, Marie is an exciting 
new addition to the Burgess charter fleet for 2015. Custom-built in 
the Netherlands in 2010, her black and red hull, powerful rig and 
sophisticated technology allow both gentle cruising and regatta racing.

Her masts were designed to carry a huge 3,300 square-metre area 
of sail, which propel the yacht to over 18 knots.     

An open-plan interior, split-level saloon and large skylights filter 
plenty of natural light throughout the yacht. Accommodation for 
eight to ten guests is configured in four ensuite cabins, serviced by a 
crew of nine. Marie is currently available for charter in the Caribbean 
and will be cruising the Mediterranean in the northern hemisphere 
summer of 2015. She charters for a rate starting of AU$250,500 per 
week (winter) and Euros 168,000 per week (summer).
www.burgessychts.com

Quantum revamps
Luxury charter yacht MY Quantum recently 
underwent an interior revamp, ahead of her 
season in the Whitsundays.
A familiar site on Sydney Harbour and Pittwater, Quantum’s 
interior revamp was made under the creative direction of 
Meryl Hare from Hare & Klein.

Steve Burcher, owner and operator of the 120-foot 
superyacht Quantum, described the work as vital for keeping 
pace with trends and client expectations, as well as staying 
ahead of competitors.

“We feel it is really important that with a prestige product, 
you don’t let the offering get stale.”

The brief to Hare & Klein was to enhance the interior 
of the lounge, dining and aft deck areas of the vessel. It 
involved changing the existing lounges, featuring inlaid 
rug and coffee tables and side lamps, providing new soft 
furnishings, commissioning an artwork and sculptures for 
the dining area, and providing new dining chairs and an 
array of finishing touches.

The aim was to create a “less nautical feel”, taking the 
theme to a sophisticated, yet casual feeling – more home-
like than pure yacht.

“It also had to be able to withstand the rigours of 
charter-use while providing an environment that felt more 
comfortable and soothing than is often the case with nautical 
interiors,” added Burcher.

Meryl Hare, principal of Hare + Klein said her team 
“worked towards creating a luxurious, sophisticated, refined 
and layered interior in keeping with the sleek envelope of 
this superyacht”.

“The furniture was deigned to be flexible and adaptable 
to accommodate both private charters and larger functions 
while retaining the glamour and classic aesthetic.”

According to Steve, the main market for Quantum has 
traditionally been “corporate and special events”.

“We are expanding our offering to include more 
overnight stays and this year, we are taking the boat to the 
Whitsundays for the season where will be offering both 
corporate and private charters, and longer term overnight 
experiences. We have specifically employed an excellent 
chef to cater for the longer term stays.”
www.quantumcharters.com.au
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